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“Words to Know” List:  I Lost My Sock
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Words to Know:  I Lost My Sock

1. Where (Adverb):  At or in a specific place
2. Dryer  (Noun):  A machine that dries clothes, towels, or other fabrics
3. Don’t  (Verb, Contraction):  Does not, with an apostrophe replacing the “o” in “not”
4. Maybe  (Adverb):  There is a chance that (something will happen)
5. Jump(ed)  (Past tense verb):  To move suddenly, such as rising off the ground using your legs
6. Because (Conjunction):  Due to the fact that; since
7. Slip  (Verb):  To move smoothly, and quietly
8. Night  (Noun):  The period of time between sunset and sunrise each day
9. Unhappy  (Adjective):  Sad; the opposite of happy
10. Stinky  (Adjective):  Having a bad smell
11. Party  (Noun):  A fun, social gathering with many people
12. Before  (Preposition):  At an earlier time
13. Drawer  (Noun):  A storage box that slides to open and close
14. Diner  (Noun):  A small, inexpensive, restaurant
15. City block  (Noun):  A small, usually rectangular section of a city, surrounded by streets
16. Wheeeeee  (Interjection):  Something a person says when he or she is happy and lighthearted
17.  Quite  (Adverb):  To an extreme; very
18. Fright  (Noun):  Sudden fear in response to perceived danger
19. Heave-ho  (Interjection):  Something a person says when pushing or pulling something heavy
20. Stray  (Adjective): Wandering away from one’s normal or expected place; lost
21. Other  (Adjective):  Being different than the original version of something
22. Missing  (Adjective):  Being lost, or unable to be found
23. Pair (up)  (Verb):  To join with another to form a partnership of some sort
24. Should  (Helping verb):  Used with another verb to express obligation or duty
25. People  (Plural noun):  A group of human beings
26.  Flight  (Noun):  A trip made on an airplane or helicopter
27. Trying  (Verb):  Putting a lot of effort into doing something
28. Another  (Adjective):  Being one more of the same kind
29. Cays  (Proper Noun):  A set of small islands in the Caribbean Sea
30. Wander  (Verb):  To move away from a starting point without a definite plan or route
31. Bore  (Noun):  Someone or something uninteresting or unexciting
32. Striped  (Adjective):  Having a pattern of parallel lines
33. All-night  (Adjective):  Open throughout the night
34. Alert  (Noun):  An alarm or sign of possible danger about to occur
35. History  (Noun):  A record of important events in the past
36. Remain  (Verb):  To be in the same place or situation for a long time
37. Mystery  (Noun):  Something that cannot be explained or understood
38. Disappear(ed)  (Past tense verb):  To move to a place unable to be seen


